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Abstract

We calculate transition amplitudes and cross sections for excitation of hydrogen-like atoms by
the twisted photon states, or photon states with angular momentum projection on the direction of
propagation exceeding ÿ. If the target atom is located at distances of the order of atomic size near
the phase singularity in the vortex center, the transition rates into the states with orbital angular
momentum l f > 1 become comparable with the rates for electric dipole transitions. It is shown
that when the transition rates are normalized to the local photon ﬂux, the resulting cross sections
for l f > 1 are singular near the optical vortex center. The relation to the ‘quantum core’ concept
introduced by Berry and Dennis is discussed.
Keywords: optical vortices, twisted photons, phase singularity, photoexcitation, quantum
selection rules
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
ions was considered in [8]. Recent theoretical work in this
ﬁeld includes excitation of Rydberg atoms with OAM beams
[9], additional consideration of quantum selection rules with
recoil effects [10], theoretical analysis of angular momentum
transfer to atomic electrons [11], and optical vortex interaction with multi-electron atoms formulated in the impactparameter space [12].
An outstanding question is the ability of twisted light to
pass its angular momentum to the internal quantum states of
the atomic (or molecular) target. It has been pointed out
previously [13] that it is not possible for electric-dipole (E1)
excitations that pass extra angular momentum only to centerof-mass motion of the entire atom. Work by Picon et al [14]
demonstrated that during photoionization of atoms, the
knocked-out electrons carry angular momenta that reproduce
the angular momentum of the incoming photons. In a new and
signiﬁcant experimental development, the authors of [15],
using an ion trap, analyzed excitation of a single 40Ca+ ion
with a vortex laser beam, demonstrated nonzero rate of
electric quadrupole E2 transition in the zero-intensity center

1. Introduction and motivation
Optical vortices, or orbital angular momentum (OAM) beams
are a subject of active research since the publication of Allen
and collaborators [1] . At a quantum level such beams can be
described in terms of ‘twisted photons’ [2]. Comprehensive
reviews of the subject are available in the literature [3, 4].
The main focus of this study is interaction of the twisted
photons with individual atoms or ions. In previous work we
developed a formalism for calculating photoexcitation of
hydrogen-like atoms by the twisted photons and demonstrated
novel quantum selection rules [5], with recoil effects considered in [6]. In particular, it was shown in [5] that atomic
transitions with Dl =3 caused by twisted photons have
nonzero transition amplitude at the zero-intensity center of
Bessel beam. Another step relevant to the present study was
made in [7] that demonstrated, in particular, that the transition
amplitudes with twisted photons can be presented in a simple
factorized form in terms of plane-wave photon transitions.
Absorption of the twisted light by many-electron atoms and
2040-8978/16/074013+07$33.00
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The polarization vectors are [5, 17, 18]

of the optical vortex, and conﬁrmed that the optical angular
momentum may be passed to the internal degrees of freedom
of an atom. For E2 transitions this remarkable ‘excitation in
the dark’ effect is due to nonzero ﬁeld gradients, as was
shown in [16].
In the present article we analyze quadrupole E2 (Dl = 2)
and octupole E3 (Dl = 3) transitions caused by the twisted
photons, show that ‘excitation in the dark’ takes place for all
higher multipoles, and compare the atomic excitation rates
and cross sections with their plane-wave analogues as a
function of atomic target position within the optical vortex.
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper review the formalism for
twisted photons and for calculating atomic photoexcitation
with the twisted photons, respectively. Section 4 discusses
angular momentum selection rules for photoexcitation,
emphasizing possibilities for twisted photons that are
impossible for plane wave photons. Section 5 discusses the
photoexcitation cross sections, in particular showing nonzero
cross sections for situations where the twisted photon beam
has zero ﬁeld at its center and that center hits the atom
directly. The amplitudes in these cases are proportional to the
gradient or curvature of the ﬁeld proﬁle, and are characterized
by jumps of two or three (or more) units of angular
momentum projection. Finally, section 6 offers some closing
comments.
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◦
and the electric
 ﬁeld is just 90 out of phase with the magnetic
ﬁeld, E = iB .
The local energy ﬂux (needed for evaluation of the cross
sections) is given by (see equation (27) of [22])

(1 )

f (r ) = cos (qk )(∣E∣2 + ∣B∣2 ) 4 = cos (qk )

The component states on the right are plane wave states, all
with the same longitudinal momentum
kz, the same transverse

momentum magnitude k = ∣k^∣, and the same plane wave
helicity Λ (in the directions k ). The angle fk is the azimuthal

angle of vector k , and with the phasing shown, mγ is the total
angular momentum in the z-direction, with the possibility that
m g  1. We also deﬁne a pitch angle qk = arctan (k kz ), and

w = ∣k ∣. The phase singularity of this beam is located on the
beam symmetry axis.
The electromagnetic potential of the twisted photon in
coordinate space is
kmm g kzL (t ,

h 0m = (0, 0, 0, 1) .

kmm g kzL (x )

We deﬁne the twisted-photon states according to [17, 18], that
can be viewed as extensions of the nondiffractive Bessel
modes described in [19, 20]. More detail is given in [5]. These
states correspond to superposition of TE and TM Bessel
modes introduced in [21]; see also appendix of [6].
A twisted photon state with symmetry axis passing
through the origin, can be given as a superposition of plane
waves and in Hilbert space can be written as
k
2p

1
(0,  1, - i, 0) ,
2

The electromagnetic potential then has a form

2. Deﬁnition of twised-photon states
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The use of the above canonical-momentum expression is
essential, since Poynting vector alone does not represent the
full energy ﬂux of a twisted photon beam [22, 23].

3. Atomic photoexcitation with twisted photons
Here we brieﬂy review the formalism of atomic photoexcitation by the twisted photons worked out previously by
the authors [5, 6] and relate our formulae for the transition
amplitudes to the more recent results of [7].

(2 )

2
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Consider excitation by a twisted photon of a hydrogenlike atom from the ground state. The photon’s wave front
travels in the z-direction and the axis of the twisted photon is
displaced from the nucleus of the atomic target by some
distance
 in the x-y plane which we will call an impact parameter b . The transition matrix element is
Sfi = - i

ò dt ánf l f m f ∣H1∣ni li mi ; kmkz Lñ,

OAM beams are contained in Wigner and Bessel factors
independent of the atomic wave functions. In the derivation
we only assumed that the atom is much smaller than the
photon wavelength, therefore the above result applies to
arbitrary targets, as long as this long-wavelength condition
is met.

(8 )

4. Transition amplitudes near the optical vortex
center

where the nonrelativistic interaction Hamiltonian is given by
e  
H1 = - A · p
(9 )
me

The region of the transverse beam proﬁle near the optical
vortex center, where the impact parameter b  0 , corresponds to the phase singularity of the Bessel beam.
Remembering that k = w sin (qk ), we ﬁnd for small values of
impact parameter b and the pitch angle qk

and we use standard notation (n , l, m ) for the quantum
numbers of initial and ﬁnal states of a hydrogen atom.
e
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i e
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}

where the last factor (wa 0 )(l f - 1) is a familiar result for planewave photons.
From equation (14) we can estimate relative strength of
excitation by a twisted photon with m g > 1, L = 1 into
atomic states with different OAM lf:

def

= 2pd (E f - Ei - w ) n f l f m f L (b) .
(10)

The dimensionless atomic factors are
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(a) Electric dipole (Dl = 1) transition lf=1,
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(b) Transitions with l f = m g , the largest amplitude for
b  0 corresponding to m g = m f reads

f

(11)

 (l f = m g ) µ (qk )∣ m g - 1 ∣ (wa 0)(l f - 1) .

where a0 is the Bohr radius, and Rnf l f (r ) are radial wave
functions of the excited atomic state.
In agreement with [7] (see equations (19) and (20)), we
can verify that the above amplitude from equation (10) is
proportional to the plane-wave amplitude (pw) times dfunctions that only depend on the pitch angle qk :
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while for m g < l f the following expression holds
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The above equation implies that the transition amplitude into
m g = m f state is ﬁnite at the vortex center even though the
ﬁeld strength is zero there: ∣A∣ µ (kb )(m g - 1) if we expand
Bessel function Jm g -L(kb ) near b  0 in equation (5).
Therefore quadrupole E2 transition (Dl = 2) in the vortex
center is due to the ﬁeld gradient A¢, while octupole E3
transition (Dl = 3) is due to ﬁeld’s second derivative A or
curvature.
If m g  l f , the ratio of Dl > 1 to Dl = 1 amplitudes is
independent of either the pitch angle or photon energy and
scales as

The factorized form of the transition amplitude is convenient
for comparison of twisted-photon versus plane-wave photo
absorption:

=

(15)

1

´ Yl f m f (qr , 0) Y1l (qr , 0) eikz z ,
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k
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 (l f = m g )

(13)

 (l f = 1 )

It should be noted that the above form of the twisted-photon
absorption amplitude contains the details of atomic structure
in a factorized plane-wave amplitude (pw), while the novel
features arising from the phase and spatial structure of the

µ

(wa 0)(l f - 1)
.
(wb)(m g - 1)

(18)

It follows from equations (15)–(17) that the transition
rates into l f > 1 atomic states are relatively enhanced with the
application of OAM beams with matching m g = l f . Electric-

3
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dipole transition strength scales with the ﬁeld strength of
Bessel beam as (wb )(m g - 1) and turns to zero as b  0 , while
l f = m g > 1 amplitude remains ﬁnite in the vortex center.
However, to make Dl > 1 transitions similar in magnitude to
standard electric dipole Dl = 1 transition, the atom has to be
placed within the distances from the vortex center of the order
of atomic size a0. For higher values of b ? a0 the transitions
with Dl = 1 remain dominant due to the fact that in the
considered optical domain (wa 0 )  1, i.e. the wavelength is
much larger than the atomic size.
The discussed behavior of the transition amplitudes has
direct implications for the photoexcitation cross sections.
Corresponding expressions for cross sections have been
worked out previously [5, 7]. Calculation of the cross sections
requires deﬁnition of the photon ﬂux for normalization. In
[5, 7], the ﬂux integrated over the transverse size of the beam
was used, and under this convention comparison of cross
sections is similar to comparing squares of the transition
amplitudes discussed above.
As follows from equations (13) and (14) the pitch angle
qk is an important parameter to determine the absorption
rates of the twisted photons with m g > 1 ; dependence on qk
is a combined effect of Bessel and Wigner functions in the
expression (13). If qk  0, the Wigner function is only
nonzero for m f = L, enforcing total angular momentum
conservation, so that the only surviving amplitude matches
quantum selection rules form plane-wave photon absorption. On the other hand, for larger values of qk all the
ﬁnal states with -l f  m f  l f become populated (see
ﬁgure 4 of [5]), while b-dependence of the relative strength
of the amplitudes is determined by the Bessel function Jm f - m g (kb ).

different values of the4 impact parameter b
m f =lf

r tw (b)

We need to adopt a convention to evaluate the reaction cross
sections if the photon ﬂux has a variable density across the
transverse dimensions. Averaging the photon ﬂux over the
transverse beam proﬁle was used in previous work [5, 7]. A
recent experiment on vortex-beam absorption by single trapped ions localized in the center of optical vortex [15]
demonstrated feasibility of the measurements a function of the
impact parameter b. Motivated by the advances in experimental techniques, we evaluate the excitation rate from
equations (10) and (11) as a function of b, and present the
results with both integrated ﬂux and unintegrated ﬂux f(b)
given by equation (7).
= 2pd (E f - Ei - w g )

∣(nmf lgf )m f L (b)∣2
f

,

f

f

f f

)
s (npw
f l f LL

f

.

(20)

If the same average ﬂux is use for normalizing planewave and twisted-wave cross sections, we veriﬁed numerically that for lf=1 (E1-transition) this quantity is proportional to the beam intensity proﬁle r tw (b ) µ f (b ), for any
values of b or mγ, see ﬁgure 2. This result can be anticipated,
since for the electric-dipole case the transition amplitude is
proportional to the electromagnetic ﬁeld strength, as can be
seen also from equation (13) and also follows from the analytical expressions of [7]. This observation implies that the
vortex-beam interaction via the largest electric-dipole transitions while propagating through the medium is independent
of the transverse beam intensity proﬁle. If the local (unintegrated) energy ﬂux f(b) for normalizing the cross sections,
then r tw (b ) = 1 for E1-transitions, in agreement with the
conclusions of earlier studies [13].
Next, we consider photoexcitation of lf=2 and 3 states
with Bessel beam with different m g = 1 to 4. The choice of
parameter is as follows: The pitch angle is qk = 0.2; the
impact parameter b is measured in units of wavelength λ
determined by the excited energy level of hydrogen, in this
example the principal quantum number of the excited state
nf=4 and λ=97 nm. Results for rtw (b ) with integrated ﬂux
are shown in ﬁgures 3(a) and (c). Note that the total beam
power was the same for all choices of mγ, therefore plots in
ﬁgures 3(a) and (c) represent the rates relative to the plane
wave case. Let us discuss the main features of the presented
plots. First, we observe an interesting effect for m g = 1
Bessel beam, namely, suppression of the transition rate
(compared to plane waves of the same local intensity) near the
vortex center by about 7% for E2 and almost 20% for E3
transitions, respectively. We can attribute this suppression to
l
the Wigner function d mff L (qk ) of equation (13) that acts as a
probability amplitude for transitions into m f = m g excited
states that are the only ones allowed in the vortex center.
Second, and most remarkably, in ﬁgures 3(a) and (c) one
can see that the excitation rates are ﬁnite in the vortex center
at zero ﬁeld intensity (b = 0) when l f  m g > 1, while the
rate is zero when m g > l f . It follows from the behavior of
Bessel function in the origin, Jm f - m g (0) = d m g m f . This
‘excitation in the dark’ effect for electric-quadrupole Dl = 2
transitions caused by LG beams on 40Ca+ ions was predicted
in [16] and demonstrated experimentally in [15]. Since the
photon wavelength in the experiment [15] was l = 729 nm,
which is much larger that the size of 40Ca+ ion, our formalism
for comparing with plane-wave photon absorption may be
applied for this case, too, if the beam proﬁle is replaced with
Laguerre–Gaussian (LG). Note that LG beams have more
steep fall-off of intensity away from the vortex center, so we

5. Cross sections of twisted-photon absorption

s (nmf lgf )m f L

=

å m =-l sn l m L

(19)

where summation over ﬁnal spins and averaging over initial
spins is implied and the photon ﬂux f may be either
unintegrated f(b) (given by equation (7)) or integrated over
the transverse beam proﬁle.
We introduce a quantity r tw that compares twisted-wave
and plane-wave cross sections of atomic excitation for

4

In the previous work [5] we averaged both the ﬂux and the transition rates
over the transverse beam proﬁle and found it to be close to unity (or, more
accurately, r tw = 1.02 for qk = 0.2 ).
4
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mg = l f
r tw (b) 

⎛ a 0 ⎞(2m g - 2)
⎜
⎟
.
⎝b⎠

(21)

This power-like singularity is independent on the photon
wavelength or pitch angle qk , while the Bohr’s radius a0 sets
the scale for the dependence on impact parameter b.
Remembering that a 0  0 in the classical limit   0 ,
we can classify this singular behavior as a quantum effect that
appears for the transition rates normalized to the local
intensity of light equation (7). The amplitude of Dl > 1
transition is nonzero for twisted photons with m g = m f , as
shown in equation (16), implying that nonzero transition rates
take place at the node of the ﬁeld. The result is not unphysical, because the transition amplitude calculated in
equations (10) and (11) is essentially nonlocal quantity
because it involves inﬁnite radial integrals over the wave
function with a characteristic size of a0, and the regions with
nonzero ﬁeld contribute to the result.

Figure 1. Relative positions of atomic state and photon axis, as

projected onto the x–y plane, with the origin at the nucleus of
the atom.

6. Summary and discussion
It this work we applied previously developed theoretical
formalism [5–7] to analyze photoexcitation of an atom by
Bessel beams with high angular momentum. We demonstrate
that the excitation rates are ﬁnite near the zero-intensity
region of an optical vortex center for l f  m g > 1, i.e. for any
ﬁnal states with large angular momentum that match the
twisted-photon quantum numbers. We also show that the rates
of Dl > 1 transitions are enhanced relative to the plane-wave
photons, with the most dramatic effect observable near the
vortex center. However, for twisted photons Dl > 1 transition
rates remain much smaller than Dl = 1 electric-dipole rates,
unless the atom is placed near the vortex center at atomicscale distances. Since attenuation of light in the atomic matter
is controlled by the largest E1-transitions whose rates are
proportional to the beam intensity across the wavefront, the
light would be attenuated by the same percentage independently of proximity to the optical vortex center for such
transitions. However, our results have surprising implications
for higher multipoles, namely, they indicate that photon’s
attenuation in homogeneous atomic matter should depend on
the proximity to the optical vortex center, where it reached the
maximum. We obtained compact expressions for quantum
selection rules near the vortex center that allow simple estimates of the strengths of multipole transitions caused by the
twisted waves.
A while ago Berry and Dennis introduced a ‘quantum
core’ concept [24], according to which the nodal line singularities (optical vortices) are smoothed in quantum optics
because of spontaneous emission into unoccupied modes. In
the present work we demonstrate that when using an atom as
a probe of the optical vortex, the node of the electromagnetic
ﬁeld in the vortex center is smoothed by higher-multipole
(Dl > 1) atomic excitations. We ﬁnd that the characteristic
size of this ‘quantum core’ is Bohr radius, or a size of an

Figure 2. The ratio r TW (b ) using an integrated ﬂux f for various
values of mγ for excitation of lf=1 state. The curve styles denote
the photon’s angular momentum projection: m g = 1 is the blue solid
curve, m g = 2 is red and dashed, m g = 3 is green and dotted,
m g = 4 is black and dotted–dashed. Since the excitation is caused by
electric dipole transition, the curves scale with the local photon ﬂux.

expect that the region near vortex center is more pronounced
in LG case. Extension of our formalism to LG beams will be a
subject of future work. In the example shown in ﬁgures 3(a)
and (c), the vortex-center rates are nonzero for mγ=2,
l f = 2, 3 case and for m g = 3, l f = 3; for the latter case it is
numerically smaller by an order of magnitude due to a factor
l
∣d mff L (qk )∣q2k = 0.2 from equation (13). The plots in ﬁgures 3(b)
and (d) correspond to the division by unintegrated ﬂux f(b). In
this case r tw (b ) = 1 for lf=1, while for higher angular
momentum of the excited states we observe that the cross
section normalized to a local ﬂux is either enhanced for
lower-intensity regions or singular for the zero-intensity
vortex center.
The observed singular behavior can be understood using
our analytical formalism. For l f > 0 we can use the small-b
expansion (15, 16) to obtain b-dependence at (wb )  1 for
5
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Figure 3. (a) The ratio r TW (b ) using either integrated (a) and (c) or local (b) and (d) ﬂux f for various values of mγ for excitation of lf=2

state (a) and (b) and lf=3 (c) and (d). The curve styles are the same as in ﬁgure 2. Deviation of the curves in (a) and (c) from same-style
curves in ﬁgure 2 indicate the deviation from the plane-wave limit, while their ratios yield the plots in (b) and (d). The plane-wave limit
corresponds to r TW (b )=1 in (b) and (d).
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atomic probe. Therefore experimental observation of the
‘excitation in the dark’ by an optical vortex [15] may be
considered as a ‘quantum core’ effect. Here we emphasize
that ‘excitation in the dark’ takes place for any higher multipoles with l f  m g > 1. While the quadrupole E2 transitions near phase singularity are driven by the ﬁeld gradients,
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responsible for the E3 octupole transitions.
In summary, we pointed out the unique features that
make the interaction of the twisted light with atomic matter
different from the plane waves. We believe these results will
be helpful in de-coding quantum-level information that can be
transmitted by the twisted light and detected by well-localized
probes such as atoms, molecules or nano-structures.
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